NOW AVAILABLE: VIRTUAL DEMONSTRATIONS & ONLINE TRAINING
LEARN ABOUT THE LATEST FEATURES AND CAPABILITIES: Live and On-Demand

With travel restrictions and social distancing still required for many areas, we’ve updated our Milford center to allow online product demonstrations and stay connected with our customers and partners. This new capability allows you to schedule an interactive, one-hour session with one of our experts and learn about our latest product innovations, demonstrated in an actual multi-desk operations control room. To schedule a demo, contact your Thinklogical account manager or visit our website. LEARN MORE

Tech 100 and NEW Tech 151 Online, On-Demand Training Stay current with your AV skills with our online training classes, available on-demand from the comfort of your home or office.

The Tech 100 online course provides an introduction to audio visual basics and KVM (keyboard, video, mouse) technology, and is a prerequisite to our advanced 200 and 300 level instructor-led classes. Eligible for 6 AVIXA CTS RU credits

Our new Tech 151 course is a modified, online version of the Tech 200 class. This course offers an overview of the Thinklogical TLX 10G product line and a detailed breakdown of our system management and control software SMP/SMP2 - System Management Portfolio. Not eligible for RU credits. LEARN MORE

ENHANCING MISSION READINESS AND SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
NEXT-GENERATION INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR NAVAL SHIPS: New Application Brief
The video and data distribution infrastructure technology used in ship’s Combat Information Centers (CIC) and Integrated Weapon System (IWS) rooms has not kept up with the expanding information-driven naval mission.

Next-generation, fiber-optic naval CIC and IWS systems based on Thinklogical video and KVM distribution technology results in multi-function operator consoles that support multiple classifications and seamlessly connect to the combat management system, the IWS, and all other computer and information systems on board, including the bridge. Read our application brief to learn more. [DOWNLOAD]

---

**2020 CONFERENCES, TRADE SHOWS AND EVENTS**

JOIN US: Virtually or In-Person

- **8/19/2020**  
  **Multi-Base Air Force Virtual Tech Expo**  
  Online

- **9/8/2020**  
  **MSPO**  
  Kielce, Poland

- **9/14/2020**  
  **AFA vASC Air Space Cyber Conference**  
  Online

---

Have a project? Need help? [Contact] one of our experts.